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A key consideration when it comes to 
trailer bodywork is thermal efficiency, 
while the use of Styrofoam that is free 
from CFCs / HCFCs is preferable from an 
environmental perspective, says Culina’s 
fleet manager Mark Matkin. Culina uses 
longer-length trailers because of their 
increased capacity, which reduces the 
number of repeat journeys required, 
creating both environmental and cost 
savings. Culina also uses shorter trailers 
(10.6m) with Tridec steering axles for 
urban deliveries, where a greater degree 
of vehicle flexibility is required. “Generally 
speaking, the robustness and longevity of 
trucks and trailers, plus the ease of repair 
should damages arise, are important 
aspects to bear in mind,” says Matkin.

“In terms of fridge specification, 
ease of use and reliability are of real 
importance, while the level of fuel usage 
and environmental credentials are also 
key influencing factors. All of this must 
be underpinned by strong, flexible and 
transparent partnerships with suppliers.” 
NFT’s fleet engineer David Seaton says 
that NFT requires an efficient and 
robust body, which can “withstand the 
punishment of UK distribution”. “Our 

fleet is highly utilised, covering around 
200,000km and approaching 4,500 
fridge hours per trailer per year over an 
eight-year lifespan. The requirement has 
not changed over the years but trailer 
construction has; improved technology 
has allowed the builders to make lighter, 
stronger and more efficient boxes with 
significantly less possibilities of water 
ingress.” NFT has explored alternatives to 
diesel-powered fridges such as cryogenics 
(CO2 or nitrogen) or eutectic systems but 
at the moment “there isn’t an alternative 
system that is practical for our type of 
operation,” says Seaton. He feels that 
increasing the levels of insulation within 
bodies to reduce energy consumption of 
fridges is unlikely as the overall size and 
weight limitations dictate the carrying 
capacity. “To increase insulation is likely  
to impact on one or both. We use the 
thicker 60mm sidewalls for maximum 
efficiency, easily achieving ATP class C, 
rather than the optional 45mm thin 
walls,” adds Seaton. NFT requires around 
60 units and 30 trailers later this year. 
“The units will most likely be Volvo and 
the trailers most probably Schmitz; both 
of these manufacturers offer excellent 
products at competitive whole life costs.” 

The trailers will have full aerodynamic 
body kits and lift axles.

ACS&T highlights the need for quiet 
vehicles. “Critical to our requirements 
for refrigerated truck and trailer bodies 
are high- performance, reliable, low 
environmental impact including low fuel 
consumption, and importantly, that they 
meet strict noise regulations,” says a 
spokesman. “All our trucks are designed 
to help minimise CO2 emissions without 
compromising on reliability or noise levels.”

Yearsley Logistics’ head of transport 
Will Maycock, says that cost of repairs 
from damage is an area the company 
is intent on minimising. “A more robust 
rear section frame and chassis that can 
sustain rear impact in a more manageable 
manner, reducing damage, is paramount 
to any procurement of fleet. From an 
environmental perspective, we have 
invested in a number of trailers with 
differing insulation materials which should 
mean better temperature control, thus 
less “engine on” time for the fridges. Across 
a fleet of 300 trailers, the additional costs 
of investment in the fleet are potentially 
cancelled out with a fairly swift ROI.”

Operators on bodywork and fridges 

Buffaload Logistics is providing 
temperature-controlled double-deck 
trailers for the Co-operative’s primary 
distribution network. The 44-pallet trailers 
provide up to 66% more volume than 
conventional temperature-controlled 
trailers and will enable the Co-op to 
reduce handling and cut road miles. The 
trailers do 65 primary trunking journeys 
each day transporting much of the Co-op’s 
fresh inbound product and delivering it to 
nine UK distribution centres.

John Sabey, responsible for the Co-op’s 
third party primary contracts, says: “The 
Buffaload double-deckers allow us to be 
competitive on pricing, due to their high 
capacity, and they reduce the physical 
amount of inbound movements through 
our gates. The trailers bring flexibility to our 
fresh, inbound network and they work closely with our internal planning team to ensure best fleet utilisation and ‘vehicle fill’ are achieved. 
At busy times, they also complement our secondary store fleet by supporting depot transport operations.” The Co-op’s distribution 
network is relatively new and comprises purpose-built depots with loading bays that accommodate taller, double-deck trailers.

Double-deckers cut Co-op road miles
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Temperature-controlled operator 
Freshlinc has taken on its first Volvo 
trucks – 25 FH-500 6x2 tractor units 
– that come with a raft of safety 
features. Supplied by Rotherham-
based Crossroads Truck and Bus, the 
Globetrotter-cabbed FHs were specified 
with adaptive cruise control, forward 

collision warning, emergency brake and 
lane keeping support, all part of Volvo’s 
‘active safety’ package. Specifications also 
include Volvo’s 13-litre D500K engine 
rated at 500hp and the I-Shift automated 
gearbox. Freshlinc fleet engineer Andy 
Marchant says that the high level of 
safety equipment is part of an overall 

package aimed at helping the company 
attract and retain the best drivers for 
its 230-vehicle fleet. “Driver training is 
very important to us,” says Marchant. 
“New drivers have to go through a tough 
assessment with one of our driver 
trainers that includes safety. We assess 
every driver, including agency drivers.”

“Our drivers appreciate the additional 
safety features on the new Volvos,” adds 
Marchant. “Crossroads is also assisting 
Freshlinc by providing us with an on-
going ‘train the trainer’ driver training 
programme to help our drivers get the 
best out of the trucks.” The new trucks 
will be used on both fridge trailer and 
container work. In line with the company’s 
focus on fresh produce logistics, Spalding-
based Freshlinc is the largest importer 
of fresh flowers into the UK. The new 
Volvos will be fully integrated into the 
fleet, including the company’s European 
operations, out of Honselersdijk in the 
Netherlands. The vehicles are based at 
Freshlinc locations at Normanton, West 
Yorkshire and Alconbury, Cambridgeshire.
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Gro on trailer specs
Grocontinental joint managing director David Grocott says 
the company’s main priorities on trailer bodywork are good 
insulation and a well-designed, impact-resistant rear-end. 
He believes that there is a case for increasing the levels of 
insulation within bodies to reduce energy consumption of 
fridges but this “cannot impact on the internal dimensions”. 
Grocott says that falling diesel fuel costs might reduce the 
demand for alternative refrigeration systems in the short 
term but alternatives will be needed in the long term. 
Grocontinental is not taking on any new vehicles and trailers 
in 2015, having renewed the majority of its trailer fleet in the 
past three years.
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Freshlinc’s safety push with first ever Volvos

Lincolnshire-based Freshlinc has taken delivery of 25 Volvo FH tractor units, the first to enter service 
with the company
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Environmental monitoring is an essential element of product 
development for Fuchs Cereals processing and producing 5,500 
tonnes of muesli and breakfast cereals every year, distributed 
to over two dozen countries. Logging regular and detailed 
temperature updates is vital. The refrigerator cells and freezers 
need to be kept at a constant temperature to avoid the risk of 
spoiling. Fuchs Cereal, based in South Tyrol - Italy, produces 
premium products where quality and taste are critical. To ensure 
that all products meet the highest quality and food regulatory 
standards, systematic and regular quality control is a vital part 
of the company’s operations. Previously, Fuchs monitored its 
environmental data manually with physical checks performed by 
quality control operatives, which was time-consuming, relatively 
expensive and prone to human error. As a result, Simon Fuchs, 
administration and technics manager, began looking into 
alternative solutions to simplify the data logging process. Cost 
was of course an important factor, however, Fuchs thought that 
both the price and quality were of equal importance.

Fuchs is using Corintech’s FilesThuTheAir WiFi sensors to 
communicate the data to the cloud, allowing access to its data 
anytime from anywhere. Fuchs uses several WiFi sensors with 
one data check every six hours. Each sensor communicates via 
an existing WiFi connection, updating the data automatically 
to the cloud periodically, providing maximum simplicity to the 
datagathering process. Fuchs specifically looked for WiFi when 
taking the next step for the business as a WiFi solution is flexible 
and scalable. It is also easily implemented – Simon Fuchs wanted 
a solution that could avoid the installation of a legacy system. This 
would require multiple cables and can be extremely expensive.

Corintech’s FilesThruTheAir sensors offer round-the-clock 
monitoring, providing Fuchs freedom from a separate, dedicated 
IT team to check the data in the time intervals specified. While 
Fuchs currently has five sensors in place, the system is easily 
scalable, depending on the peaks and troughs of the business. 
FilesThruTheAir also offers a cloud account that makes sensor 
data universally accessible from any internet-enabled device. 
“The system works well, we are able to view the statistics of the 
temperature in the refrigerated cells easily.The solution saves 
time, giving the team an immediate check of all cells and data,” 
says Fuchs

The company is able to manage its data and make changes 
to any sensor setting remotely. This gives Fuchs the power 
to potentially step-up its use of data loggers, and monitor 
the information from hundreds of WiFi sensors from any 
location. Using the FilesThruTheAir wireless data collection and 
monitoring solution allows the company to monitor and log data 
quickly and accurately, as well as providing a long-term solution.

“The system works well, we are able to 
view the statistics of the temperature in the 
refrigerated cells easily. The solution saves 
time, giving the team an immediate check  
of all cells and data.”

Simon Fuchs, administration and technics manager, Fuchs Cereals

Temperature 
monitoring
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WiFi boosts 
monitoring at Fuchs

www.the-imcgroup.com/tempod

COLD CHAIN
MONITORING WITH

prices FROM£17.95*

*Prices vary according to quantity

T: +44 (0) 1462 688070

Cereal producer, Fuchs switched from a 
manual temperature-monitoring system to  
a Wi-Fi, cloud-based system to simplify its data 
logging process

Environmental monitoring is an essential element of product 
development for Fuchs Cereals
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Telematics and vehicle tracking
Business exposure to vehicle collision and compensation costs could increase,  
says vehicle tracking specialist Navman Wireless

Navman Wireless has launched its 360-Degree fleet safety solution, 
which integrates telematics, vehicle tracking technology and  
in-cab safety camera equipment. It is designed to improve road 
safety, reduce insurance costs and enhance duty of care.  
The combination of the two systems creates a “seamless 
umbrella of preventive and protective technology”,  
Navman says. “Prevention is better than cure, and using 
data from telematics and vehicle tracking software  
to help mitigate poor driving significantly reduces  
on-road risk, but when you are on the road you 
need 360 degrees of protection,” says Scott 
Hutchins, vice president sales UK and Ireland, 
Navman Wireless. Britain currently has 
one of the best road safety records  
in the world, but the rise of ‘crash  
for cash’ insurance scams and the 
forthcoming increased speed  
limit for lorries, for example,  
is expected to increase  
the risk to those UK 
businesses that operate 
commercial fleets.

 
Navman Wireless describes the in-cab safety camera 
equipment, supplied by Smart Witness, as a ‘safety net.’  
“It’s a last line of defence for drivers and fleet businesses 
in those unfortunate circumstances beyond their 
control,” Hutchins says. “It’s about prevention and 
protection. Telematics technology is integral to  
a successful preventive safety strategy because  
it can be effectively utilised to assess drivers 
and ensure safety and quality. The 
introduction of in-cab camera technology 
not only protects the driver and 
business from ‘not at fault claims’,  
but also enables us to offer 
a complete proactive and 
preventative solution, that 
has the potential to deliver 
measurable improvements 
in terms of accident 
and cost reduction,” 
Hutchins says. 

In-cab camera technology protects the 
driver and business from ‘not at fault 
claims’ and has the potential to deliver 
measurable improvements in accident 
and cost reduction



From the 
editor

Refrigeration giants Thermo King and Carrier Transicold have  
a new competitor: trailer builder Schmitz Cargobull that now 
offers its own-brand fridge. Initially in the UK with a mono 
temperature fridge launched last month, and later this 
summer, with a dual temperature version. Technically the 
fridge is a match for any of the market-leading products  
and it makes Schmitz, and its customers, independent of any 
supply issues from other fridge makers. There is not much 
on a Schmitz trailer that the company does not make: axles, 
fridges, bodywork...

What is of particular interest with Schmitz’s new fridge 
 is its availability but solely on a lease through Cargobull 
Finance. This reflects the UK trend toward asset acquisition 
predominantly by lease or contract hire. Virtually every 
company now “purchases” vehicles this way these days.  
And in the case of Schmitz’s fridges, the finance package 
comes with five-years maintenance that includes  
proactive servicing.

Purchasing directors and finance directors are now the drivers 
behind most logistics businesses. And they have little interest 
in any widgets on trailers or trucks. Including maintenance 
servicing and breakdown in the deal removes the need to 
worry about product specification as the risk is now with  
the finance company, or in the case of Schmitz’s new fridge, 
with the trailer builder.

Purchasing has become easier and is mainly a financial 
decision, not a technical one. This poses a challenge for fleet 
engineers whose traditional role is increasingly constrained.

Fleet  
engineering’s  
new challenges
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Growing demand for click and collect is a food 
retail revolution, says Jon Hall, operations 
director, TouchStar Technologies

Online grocery is expected to double to £1.1bn by 2018.  
A large part of that will come from services like click and collect.  
If customers have the freedom to collect at any time, day or night, 
then stock management processes will need to be quicker  
and slicker. Success will depend on tighter turn around times, 
and in some cases more frequent but smaller-sized shipments 
to keep up with the demand of increased direct orders to store, 
rather than to the home via the store. 

It all boils down to a review of process, technology, space and 
chilled transportation skills. But before you can even think about 
your operations, it’s really important to grasp the scenarios you 
might be dealing with and therefore the implications for design 
and service level agreements (SLAs). In the most extreme cases, 
supermarkets that really go for it will have the ability to pick stock 
for customers within the hour. Their success will ride on having 
continuous stock availability. But there are other ways retailers 
might approach the proposition: the first is a slimmed down 
product range of household staples always in stock. Once up and 
running this model can be extended to include seasonal items.

Then there are those that will offer a limited selection of products 
within a range to exploit the economies of scale from bulk buying. 
These will be able to offer customers what they want when they 
want it because of the volumes they are already importing to 
store. And finally there are those that will adopt a model that 
offers choice to collect but with longer lead times – order by 
noon Monday, collect from noon Wednesday. This allows stock 
management systems to catch up with orders overnight and make 
just-in-time alterations to delivery inventory for the following 24 
hours. It’s likely you will be able to second-guess your customers’ 
preferred way of introducing ‘click and collect’ services from the 
working practices you already have. The ideal situation is to be 
in a position where you can offer the capability and then work in 
partnership with them to design the process map. This integrated 
approach to designing a model can’t be underestimated. If you 
have complete buy-in from the customer then you are far more 
likely to get the early successes you determine in your strategy, 
and perhaps even the financial investment from the customer  
to make things happen. 

However, you should not approach your customer blind. It’s vital 
to know where your strengths and weaknesses lay and work 
out how you will bridge any gaps in the model you expect your 
customer to adopt. At the heart of the model should be processes 
that track every item in and out of your operation. Ensure you 
maintain food handling safety standards. The three elements 
together will make the difference between a best practice 
operation and one that is held together by adrenaline. That 
may sound extreme, but I have seen operations falter when the 

pressure to get goods off the lorry into a chiller and back  
out again has put standards at risk. Relying on people to work  
at full throttle without mistake is not a comfortable way to run  
a business and the penalties are too great to contemplate using  
it for any length of time. 

“At the heart of the model should be  
processes that track every item in and out  
of your operation”

Ask any logistics manager how to eradicate risk and they will 
point to well-trained people using the right technology for your 
operation. It’s also about technology that talks to the systems 
of your suppliers and your customers in real-time. Real-time 
is the key word: if you are to have half a chance of pursuing 
new business as the ‘click and collect’ revolution takes off then 
you must know what stock is where and its state – such as the 
number of days until it perishes – at any moment. This all comes 
down to a central warehouse management system that can 
integrate with your customers’ inventory systems, and the use 
of barcodes to track every item and its condition through the 
warehouse and out to store. Handheld scanners and pickers will 
be a pivotal part of the implementation. It will give you speed and 
accuracy and as your team becomes more efficient at managing 
greater volumes in the same 24-hour period it will give you more 
capacity in your headcount. 

Overall it will help you achieve one of the greatest traits of best 
practice operations; anticipation. If you can anticipate the demand 
on your resources and ultimately how it will influence the SLAs 
that depend on it, you will be able to drive a strategy that has the 
flexibility to respond to the market at large, the changing ways 
your customers will want to work and how they will expect their 
suppliers to work. 

 
Viewpoint
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The click and 
collect revolution

Jon Hall, operations director, TouchStar Technologies
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Oakland International increasingly needs 
trailers that can cope with a higher cubic 
capacity, according to managing director 
Dean Attwell.

“In the chilled market, we seldom reach above 70% of the 
maximum payload capacity but we cannot double stack 
pallets so the ability to gain an additional 8-10 pallet spaces 
would prove invaluable,” says Attwell. “Floating decks are not 
necessarily the answer as this will eat up too much payload 
and are not always welcome at the receiving depots due to 
capability challenges, so we are keen on taller trailers with 
adjustable ratchet bars to free up cubic capacity.”

Oakland does not own its own fleet and relies on good 
partnerships and long-standing relationships but Attwell 
says he would encourage anyone working with Oakland to 
consider alternatives to diesel-powered fridges “very seriously” 
if there are cost and environmental benefits. Attwell does not 
believe that falling diesel fuel costs will reduce the demand 
for alternative refrigeration systems. “There is as much, if not 
more, reason to be looking for better efficiency in energy 
consumption for fridges to show a competitive edge and let’s 
not forget the green credentials that ought to be promoted 
more heavily amongst operators who can demonstrate 
environmental wins.”

Oakland will continue to encourage its partners to be 
innovative in their choice of vehicles and trailers, says Attwell.  
 

“We are starting to get our own livery on 
trailers (pictured) which are on dedicated 
Oakland work – just to let people on the 
roads know we exist!” 

Family-owned Oakland International, which has depots in 
Redditch, UK and Ashbourne, Ireland, delivers products to 
all the major UK and Irish retail, wholesale, discount and 
convenience markets. Oakland’s clients include the big names 
in the convenience store sector, including Spar, for whom it 
runs its national chilled and ambient consolidation platform, 
and Musgrave Retail Partners.

Oakland goes bigger 
and greener

“There is as much, if not more, reason to be looking for better efficiency 
in energy consumption for fridges to show a competitive edge and let’s 
not forget the green credentials that ought to be promoted more heavily 
amongst operators who can demonstrate environmental wins.”

Oakland International does not own a vehicle fleet but is starting to 
get its own livery on trailers which are on dedicated Oakland work
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Operators want flexibility

Q: What are the key criteria for 
operators when specifying a 
fridge for a truck or trailer? 
Generally speaking criteria depend 
on the application. In the case of 
multitemperature units customers pay 
special attention to the internal evaporator 
set up which is important to allow them 
to conduct flexible operations. For trucks, 
when axle weight is critical or air deflectors 
are installed, this requires under-mount 
units. Nevertheless all operators are 
looking for units that are reliable, quiet 
and easy to use, characterised by low cost 
of ownership and backed up by a credible 
nationwide service network.

Q: What refrigeration units do 
UK operators use? 
Thermo King offers a full range of 
refrigeration units in the UK market and we 

see market demand for all of the types: 
single-and multi-temperature trailer units 
from our extensive SLXe range; over-cab 
and under-mount self-powered truck 
units in single- and multi-temperature 
like our T-Series range. Also our V-series, 
vehiclepowered units, again both in single- 
and multi-temperature are especially well 
received in the home-delivery sector.

Q: What is the demand for 
greener alternatives to diesel? 
There is a demand provided that it doesn’t 
impact the logistics network or the cost 
of running a very competitive network. 
At Thermo King we have a product 
range of conventional green products 
from small truck to trailer (single- and 
multitemperature). We also offer CryoTech, 
a cryogenic truck and trailer range of units 
that do not use a diesel engine as the 
power pack.

Q: Multi temperature fridges 
dominate the UK: is there scope 
for single temperature use? 
Single-temperature refrigeration units are 
still popular with logistics providers that 
supply products into retailers (all fresh/all 
chill/all frozen). When logistics providers 
get involved in operations and deliveries 
within a retail network, they usually tend to 
move to multi-temperature refrigeration 
units, dual- or triple-temperature, which 
support multiple zones within the 
compartments.

Smaller, more flexible trucks and trailers more suited to the 
urban environment and convenience retailing are in demand, 
says Steve Williams, UK sales manager for Thermo King  
talking to Cold Chain News.

Steve Williams, UK sales manager  
for Thermo King
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Unlike many of its competitors, WVTA 
at Paneltex not only covers refrigerated 
bodies, but also dry freight bodies 
through both its Transload vehicle body 
manufacturing operation in Andover, 
Hampshire, and the walking floor 
and trailer chassis manufactured by 
Gainsborough-based Martrans. This gives 
the company an unrivalled selection of 
fully approved vehicle body types that 
cover most popular applications. However, 
it’s not just about manufacturing standard 
approved bodies, Berridge says.

“Having type approval 
specialists within the 
company also gives us the 
ability to manufacture special 
build bodies through the IVA 
[individual vehicle approval] 
system and so far our 
experience of achieving IVA’s 
has been really successful 
too. We feel we are in a very 
good position to minimise 
both the lead time and the 
cost of these activities.”

Currently, the Paneltex range of WVTA 
refrigerated bodies covers everything 
from 3.5 t rigid refrigerated box bodies 
to 26 tonne dual-compartment rigids and 
maximum length 13.6m reefer trailers. 

“Our previous experience in achieving 
N1-class up to 3.5t, as well as trailer 
type approval in 2013, has helped us 
enormously in completing the N2-class 
and N3-class levels for vehicles of 3.5t and 
upwards last year. So far we haven’t had 
any major production issues, and delays 
as a result of type approval concerns have 
been minimal, which has ensured that our 
customers have continued to receive the 
best possible service from us throughout 
the WVTA programme,” Berridge says.

Understanding type approval
Whole Vehicle Type Approval 
has had a significant impact 
on the UK commercial vehicle 
bodybuilding industry in 
general, says Chris Berridge, 
managing director Paneltex

Whole Vehicle Type Approval (WVTA) has 
been in place since 2013 for vehicles 
up to 3.5 tonnes GVW; however from 
October last year, all commercial vehicles 
produced in the EU now require WVTA  
as standard and this EC directive has  
had a significant impact on the UK 
commercial vehicle bodybuilding industry 
in general. 

“When looking at the issue of national 
WVTA for refrigerated vehicles, we have 
found that the understanding of the 
subject falls into two distinctly different 
groups. If you take commercial vehicle 
dealerships, for example, they are 
generally pretty knowledgeable on the 
subject. One of the first questions we 
usually get asked when specifying a 
vehicle by a dealer is whether we have got 
the type approval for their actual vehicle 
model in question,” says Chris Berridge, 
managing director at leading refrigerated 
bodywork manufacturer Paneltex.

“However, when we talk directly with 
end-users, we have a different situation,” 
Berridge says, “We generally find that 
there is still a need for more detailed 
product education as well as an 
explanation of the type approval process 
and what it means in terms of being able 
to manufacture industry-specific vehicle 
body types. In both cases though, we 
can then advise both end customers 
and dealers about the correct body 
specification and work with them to 
ensure that this meets with their specific 
operating requirements.” 

Paneltex has been at the forefront 
of achieving WVTA for all the major 
commercial vehicle manufacturers/
models throughout the type approval 
programme and the Hull and Norwich 
based manufacturer now employs two 
of its technical staff on a full-time basis, 
processing all the type approval standards 
and procedures at the company, he says.

Paneltex type approved refrigerated bodies 
cover 3.5 to 26 tonne rigids and trailers
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For further information, please contact 
Graham Usher on M. 07760 663537 or 

E. graham.usher@buffaload.co.uk

t: 01480 890 631
Buffaload Logistics, Grove Lane, 

EllingtonCambridgeshire PE28 0AA

Loading bay modifi cations 
for double-deck trailers

Ambient, chilled and frozen storage

High cube temperature controlled 
transport and logistics

Temperature Controlled Consolidation 
and Cross Dock

Double-deck trailer, fridge and vehicle 
maintenance

Emergency Courier Logistics

Double-deck and urban temperature 
controlled and multi-temp’ trailer rental

    It’s all about load consolidation and best use of transport resources. With 16 businesses 
producing and delivering a wide range of premium chilled foods, from Ginsters pasties to Dickinson 
& Morris pork pies, our ongoing objective is to deliver more product but with fewer journeys 
and faster turnaround times. Double deck loading is undoubtedly the optimum solution.

Operations Director Richard Smith, Samworth Brothers Distribution

“ „

Carrier Transicold says natural refrigerant systems could 
replace conventional refrigerants, such as R-404A, with F-gas 
legislation in Europe driving the industry toward products that 
can operate with low-GWP refrigerants.

Justin Grace, managing director Northern Europe, Carrier Transicold, says: “At last year’s 
International Motor Show in Hanover we showcased a prototype of a multi-temp natural 
refrigerant trailer unit in our Innovation Lab, which marked an important milestone in the 
development of over-the-road refrigeration using a natural refrigerant. “The prototype 
stood out for its use of CO2 (R744) in a closed-loop system – and for being powered by the 
same patented E-Drive all-electric technology as our proven Vector unit range,” he says.

Carrier Transicold says this natural refrigerant system could replace conventional 
refrigerants, such as R-404A, particularly as recently passed F-gas legislation in Europe 
is driving the industry toward products that can operate with low-GWP refrigerants. 
The multi-temp prototype was assembled inside a regular Vector unit chassis and uses 
advanced technology from Carrier’s NaturaLine refrigeration system, which was initially developed for deep-sea containers  
and completed sea trials in 2012. A modified example of the NaturaLine unit is currently undertaking a two-year mono-temp field  
trial in London with Sainsbury’s.

CO2 is a safe and non-ozone depleting gas, which is thousands of times less harmful from a global-warming perspective than the 
refrigerants currently used in conventional refrigeration systems. The GWP of CO2 is also lower than other natural refrigerants,  
such as propane and ammonia, so even in the event of a leak, the use of CO2 adds no new environmental risk. Grace adds:  
“The NaturaLine unit we have on trial in London, and the multi-temp prototype from the IAA Show, are clear examples of Carrier 
Transicold’s commitment to developing innovations which minimise environmental impact whilst fully serving customer needs. 
The huge leap in designing a trailer refrigeration system which uses a natural refrigerant with a GWP of one, versus a GWP of 3,920  
for R-404A, highlights just how innovative this technology is.”

Demand for ‘greener’ fridges

Inside the Carrier’s prototype, CO2 
(R744) closed-loop system powered 
by its E-Drive all-electric technology as 
used on the Vector unit range



Schmitz launched its single-temperature fridge last year. “We 
deliberately adopted a very soft launch,” Paul Avery, managing 
director, Schmitz UK says. “We have a dealer network set up 
[Michael Ward, based in Bolton] but what we did not want to do 
was flood the market and struggle to service our customers.  The 
big push will come later this year when we launch our dual 
temperature fridge,” he says. 

“What we do offer, that’s fairly unique with our fridge units, is 
that it comes with telematics as standard,” Avery says. “We have 
complete diagnostics on the unit monitoring fuel, temperatures, 
defrost cycles, and the like. We have a team in Munster monitoring 
every fridge on the road. If there is a problem we know before 
the customer generally and we contact the customer and advise 
proactive service. It’s all part and parcel of the package,” he says. In 
the UK Schmitz offers its fridges only on operating leases. “We very 
much see that’s the way every company purchases these days,” he 
says. The finance package comes with five-year maintenance that 
includes proactive servicing.
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Fowler Welch takes first Schmitz fridge

Schmitz Cargobull’s first own-brand fridge 
for the UK, available in a single-temperature 
version on S.KO Cool Executive trailers, 
entered service with Fowler Welch. The fridge 
operates on a dedicated trunking route 
transporting chilled foods between Slough, 
Northamptonshire and Lancashire. Fowler 
Welch has 250 Schmitz Cargobull trailers. 

Schmitz goes  
beyond the trailer
In the UK Schmitz has a joint operation with Bevan to supply 
truck bodies using Schmitz components, mainly the floor  
and walls, for truck bodies of 12 tonnes and over. However, 
in Europe Schmitz Cargobull has set up a new business 
called Cargobull Truck Bodies to increase its penetration  
into the truck body market. At a European level, Schmitz  
also plans to move into lower weight ranges including  
3.5 tonne bodies. The UK is Europe’s biggest home  
shopping market where 3.5 tonners dominate so this  
is a potentially large market for Schmitz.  Poland is another 
fast growing home-shopping market that Schmitz plans  
to serve.

“Often we get accused of making standard, 
off the production line products. But there 
are not many things we cannot do on  
that production line and often we offer  
a better alternative.”

Paul Avery, managing director, Schmitz UK

Fowler Welch is operating Schmitz Cargobull’s first own-brand fridge in the UK
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The trailer market  
is booming
“It’s incredibly buoyant. I have not seen it like 
this for many years,” says Paul Avery, managing 
director of Schmitz Cargobull UK. That demand 
is increasing lead times but “we are fortunate 
in  that we can make 100 reefers a day, plus 
200 curtainsiders a day,” Avery says. “The 
factories service different markets which have 
different peaks so our lead times never go 
up dramatically.” Over the last four or five 
years the UK has standardised on a pan-
European specification refrigerated trailer. The 
influence of European organisations such as 
Transfrigoroute which campaigned successfully 
for wider reefers – 2.6m against 2.55m for 
non-refrigerated trailers – has encouraged the 
trend. This is not to say that Schmitz offers 
nothing but a standard spec trailer: “If you go to 
our factory in Vreden you won’t see two trailers 
on the line that are the same. The range of 
different options is staggering,” Avery says.

“Our products are geared for many markets, 
including the UK, and we have special design 
features purely for the UK,” Avery says.  
 “In general terms the main trailer itself is  
a continental specced trailer. We promote 
that standard spec because, in the long run, 
it saves the operator a lot of money,” he says. 
That saving comes mainly from better residual 
values because the majority of UK customers 
are leasing trailers, and residual values have 
a huge influence on the monthly payments, 
Avery says. “We can sell into so many different 
markets, especially into Eastern European 
markets where used trailers have a much 
higher price than in the UK.”

The days of engineering a trailer from a blank 
sheet of paper are fast disappearing, says 
Avery, who speaks as a former design engineer. 
The designer and builder simply do not know 
what is going to happen to that trailer when 
it is working so it has to be over engineered 
to meet every eventuality in a five- to seven-
year life. And that makes for a costly vehicle. 
“The difference between Schmitz and other 
UK trailer makers is that we find out what the 
market wants, engineer the options, test them 
rigorously, and only then offer them,” he says. 
A surprising number of operators use a trailer 
specification that has evolved over the years 
rather than one designed for the specific needs 
of the job, Avery says. “Our job is to keep the 
cost down and we do that by offering a wide 
range of solutions. We can build pretty much 
anything: our product range is vast,” Avery says.
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ADDITIVES & TREATMENTS

www.greenoxsolution.co.uk 

AXLE & SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

www.imslimited.com 

BODIES & BODYWORK 

www.grp-group.co.uk 
 

www.optiplan.eu 

BRAKES & BRAKING SYSTEMS

www.knorr-bremsecvs.com 
www.roadlink-international.co.uk 

BREAKDOWN & RECOVERY 

www.marshallfleetsolutions.co.uk 
 

www.pullmanfleet.co.uk  

COLD STORE CLEANING SERVICES

call 0800 955 1044 

COLD STORE DESIGN & BUILD

www.demeva.co.uk 

www.isd-solutions.co.uk  

COLD STORE DESIGN & BUILD 

www.stancold.co.uk  

COLD STORE MAINTENANCE

www.coldstoremaintenance.co.uk 

COLD STORE RACKING SYSTEM

www.ssi-schaefer.co.uk  

COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT

www.smartcompliance.descartes.com  

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

www.1cold.com  

www.chalcroft.co.uk 

COOL BOXES

www.helapet.co.uk  

COUPLINGS & TRAILER 
EQUIPMENT

FIFTH WHEEL

www.fontaineeurope.com  

DISTRIBUTION SERVICES 
 

www.buffaload.co.uk 

DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

www.coolexpress.co.uk

ww.refrigeratedtransportuk.com

www.directfoodexpress.co.uk

www.freshlogistics.co.uk

www.fresh-move.com 
 
DOORS & BULKHEADS

www.cbf.uk.com

www.crawfordsolutions.uk.com
 

www.jrindustries.co.uk 

www.loadlok.com 

www.package-control.co.uk
 

www.pommier.eu 

Connect with your suppliers...



DOORS & BULKHEADS 

www.stedall.co.uk   
FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

www.mandata.co.uk 

FORKLIFTS

www.aisle-master.com 

www.bendi.co.uk 

FUELS & FUEL MANAGEMENT

www.as24.com 

www.cameron-forecourt.co.uk 

HIGH SPEED DOORS

www.unionindustries.co.uk  

INSTITUTES & ASSOCIATIONS
www.fsdf.org.uk  
www.fta.co.uk
www.gcca.org/gcca 
www.rha.uk.net 
www.smmt.co.uk 
www.soe.org.uk 

LEGAL SERVICES

www.backhousejones.co.uk  
 

LIGHTING
www.cbf.uk.com

30% BRIGHTER - NO EXTRA COST
www.labcraft.co.uk 

 

www.pommier.eu 
www.stedall.co.uk 

LOAD HANDLING & LOAD 
RESTRAINT
www.cbf.uk.com

 

www.joloda.com

www.loadlok.com 

www.package-control.co.uk 
www.stedall.co.uk  

LOADING BAY EQUIPMENT
 

www.crawfordsolutions.uk.com 

MARKETING
www.flyinghorsemedia.co.uk 

www.m1marketing.co.uk 

MODULAR COLD STORES

www.isd-modularcoldrooms.co.uk 

PORTABLE INSULATED 
CONTAINERS 

www.olivo-logistics.com  

PORTABLE REFRIGERATION 

www.dbsltd.org.uk. 

REFRIGERATED TRANSPORT 
SPARES 

www.fleetrefrigerationparts.co.uk  

REFRIGERATION CLUTCHES 

www.fridgeclutch.com 

REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS 

www.carlsenbaltic.com
www.carriertransicold.co.uk 

www.eistechnik.co.uk 

www.hubbard.co.uk
www.klingecorp.com 

www.naturefridge.com 
www.thermoking.com

RENTAL, HIRE & LEASING

www.arcticstore.co.uk

www.coolrunningrental.co.uk 

www.next-rental.co.uk   
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 RENTAL, HIRE & LEASING 
R

www.refrigerental.co.uk  

www.rentruck.co.uk 

www.rvr.uk.com

www.shb.co.uk 

www.spacewise.co.uk 

REVERSING AIDS
www.cbf.uk.com 
www.stedall.co.uk 

SPRAY SUPPRESSION 
 

www.pommier.eu   

TAIL LIFTS
www.baer-cargolift.de 

www.parts4taillifts.com  
TEMPERATURE & CONDITION 
MONITORING 

www.the-imcgroup.com 

TEMPERATURE RECORDERS  
& DATA LOGGERS 

www.seventelematics.co.uk  
TRAILERS 

www.krone-trailer.com

www.montracon.com

www.cargobull.com 

TRAINING

www.3tservices.co.uk 

TRANSPORT REFRIGERATION 
MAINTENANCE

www.michaelwardonline.co.uk 

TRANSPORT TRAINING

www.novadata.co.uk 

TRUCKS
www.daf.co.uk
www.isuzutruck.co.uk
www.iveco.co.uk 

TRUCKS     

www.man-mn.co.uk  
www.mercedes-benz.co.uk  
www.renault-trucks.co.uk
www.volvotrucks.co.uk 
  
VANS 
www.citroen.co.uk  
www.fiatprofessional.co.uk 
www.ford.co.uk 
www.mercedes-benz.co.uk 
www.nissan.co.uk 
www.peugeot.co.uk 
www.volkswagen-vans.co.uk 

VEHICLE TRACKING & SAT NAV

www.mandata.co.uk  

VEHICLE TRACKING SERVICES 

www.vehicle-trackers.net  
WAREHOUSE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

www.chess.uk.com  
WCA PHARMA NETWORK 

www.caribex.com 

www.wcaperishables.com 
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Can you reach  
the Chief Executives We can. 

They, like all top decision makers  
in this industry, receive

Cold Chain News is read by 1700 top UK decision makers in the temperature-controlled transport and logistics industry verified by telephone every year - that’s as fresh a circulation as you get

of Aldi, Asda, Booths, Iceland, Marks and Spencer, 
Morrisons, Palmer & Harvey and Sainsbury’s
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Sourcing products,  
solutions and services
Jungheinrich  
revamps counterbalanced range

Jungheinrich’s hydrostatically driven 3s, 4s, and 
5s series of engine-powered counterbalanced 
forklift trucks have a new hydraulic pump that 
delivers the right amount of oil for the trucks’ 
operational hydraulics and new control system 
that improves fuel consumption. To ensure 
maximum product throughput rates, the engine 
speed increases automatically during lifting 
operations. Five pre-set operating programs 
enable the driver to adjust the operational 
characteristics of the truck to suit the job, thus 
gaining best performance.

EnerSys offers 
safer battery handling

Many operators now choose to install dedicated 
areas where batteries can be charged and 
changed safely, says John Lawton, marketing 
director, EnerSys Motive Power. “These are 
ideally designed with a compact layout, efficient 
truck movement pathways, and safe parking 
zones.” Another safety consideration is the 
small risk of arcing during disconnection or 
connection when changing batteries. The 
latest-generation chargers incorporate circuitry 
and features including “Late Make, Early Break” 
plugs to minimise this risk.  

Briggs hydrogen 
fuel cell-powered truck

Briggs Equipment and Honda have developed 
an integrated system that generates hydrogen 
from solar power via an on-site electrolyser 
to produce commercial volumes of ‘green’ 
hydrogen to power converted Yale trucks in 
operation at Honda’s Swindon plant. Richard 
Close, chief executive, Briggs Equipment says: 
“These hybrid trucks are the first to use lithium 
battery technology with a hydrogen fuel cell to 
replace standard lead-acid batteries, resulting 
in materials handling equipment that produces 
zero emissions at the point of use.” 

Yale Europe
 shortlisted for two awards

Yale Europe Materials Handling has been 
shortlisted in the prestigious Fork Lift Truck 
Association Awards in the ergonomics and 
innovation categories for its ground-breaking 
MR series reach truck. The new Yale MR series 
has touch screen technology that allows 
operators to be in full control throughout the 
shift. Laser positioning allows the operator 
to work faster and reduce accidental damage 
to products and tracking. A new mast allows 
greater lift heights to be achieved on the smaller 
lift capacity reach truck models.

PLS provides 
return packaging visibility

Returnable packaging specialist PLS has 
acquired RTI Manager and will market its 
RFID-enabled pallets. PLS can now provide a 
complete returnable packaging supply chain 
solution that improves efficiency and traceability 
for customers in sectors such as retail, 
wholesale, manufacturing, engineering and 
postal services. “When combined with suitable 
hardware, such as industry-standard RFID 
technology which is already incorporated on all 
PLS plastic pallets, the software enables the user 
to unlock value from an improved supply chain.”

Hand pallet trucks:
spot the hazard

Findings from the UK’s largest online fork 
lift hazard perception test suggest room for 
improvement when it comes to identifying s 
afe hand pallet truck operation. Mentor 
Training, which runs hand pallet-truck safety 
courses, created the test with the Fork Lift Truck 
Association. Mentor Training advises that, 
although not as well documented as forklift 
accidents, these smaller, more basic pieces  
of lifting equipment can - and often do - cause 
injury, damage and disruption when  
operated incorrectly. 



Longhurst Refrigeration, which runs a 
24/hour repair and service business for 
refrigerated vehicles, is poised to move 
into the premises of Aylesham-based 
CVME Truck Rental as it continues to 
expand. Managing directors Jason and 
Denise Longhurst believe the move 
is likely to take place in March. Jason 
Longhurst says the move is a “significant“ 
one. “This changes everything, we will 
have gone from working from home 
to supplying customers with workshop 
facilities for major repairs,” he says. The 
business has expanded since Longhurst 
set it up as a sole trader in April last year. 
As a result, the push is to have a third 
engineer on the road by summer this 

year, adds Longhurst, with the possibility 
of adding a fourth engineer in April 2016. 
Longhurst’s van fleet is also set to expand 
with a second Volkswagen Transporter 
due to arrive in the first week of March. 
The third vehicle in the fleet is a Renault 
van. The plan is to add a fourth vehicle 
in 2016. Longhurst’s largest customers 
include Petit Forestier, trailer rental firm 
Hireco in Ireland, Cadwallader, which 
sells and hires new and used trailers, and 
vehicle contract hire firm Axis Intermodal.

Temperature-controlled operator Sawyers Transport, based in Northern Ireland, has 
seen a four-fold growth in turnover over the last decade, helped by Mandata’s Manpack3 
transport management system. Sawyers Transport, based in Co. Armagh, provides a 
chilled and frozen distribution and cold storage warehouse service throughout the 
UK and Europe. The firm has a fleet of over 350 refrigerated and 140 curtainsided 
trailers and 200 tractor units. In 2004 Sawyers purchased Manpack3a and since then 
transport revenue has jumped from £12m to £68m in 2014 and the company’s fleet has 
grown six-fold. Sawyers’ managing director Derek Sawyers believes that implementing 
Mandata’s technology was a turning point for the business and that it has contributed to 
its exponential growth. “There’s no question that we couldn’t have achieved this level of 
growth without Mandata’s systems. We’ve streamlined our operation, managed a period of 
rapid expansion and raised customer service levels as a result,” says Sawyers.

Sawyers says that the company uses Manpack3 to computerise invoicing procedures but 
there are other benefits. For example, driver behaviour and performance has improved 
and the company has achieved fuel savings of around 5%, thanks to Mandata’s Tracking 
and Driver Behaviour. Manpack3’s integration capabilities has enabled an interface to 
be developed between Sawyers and its partners’ systems, leading to reciprocal work 
arrangements between companies within the Chillnet network (Sawyers, Nagel Langdons, 
Wolsey Freight, Brown Logistics and DK Malcolm). Mandata has developed a link between 
Sawyer’s Thermo King temperature monitoring system and Manpack3 to simplify and 
improve reporting. In addition, Mandata has created an interface between Manpack3 and 
ferry company Stena Line’s booking system to better manage the 3,000 plus ferry crossings 
that the company’s fleet of vehicles undertake monthly. 

Krone’s 
trailer sales 
rise over 16%
Krone Group sales in its commercial 
trailers division jumped by nearly 
17% to around €1.08 billion in the 
last financial year, consolidating 
its position in a highly competitive 
market. Germany remains Krone’s 
primary market, which generates 
around 28% of the company’s 
revenues. In foreign markets, sales 
have risen by 20%, from €647m to 
€776m; the most important export 
markets are Scandinavia, the Baltic 
states and Eastern Europe.

 “The past year was an exhausting 
but also a successful one for us,” 
says chief executive Bernard Krone. 
“It is not only in terms of production 
technology that we lead the way; we 
have also consolidated our position 
as a complete service provider for 
all our machinery and trailers. This 
is a solid foundation on which we 
can build in the next few years and 
continue to grow in markets old 
 and new.”

“We have consolidated our 
position as a  complete 
service provider.”  
Bernard Krone, chief executive 
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